
PRESS RELEASE 

Joe Moran - Tracks and Lines at Gallery Lejeune 
8th October - 4th December 2015 

Joe Moran is a choreographer, dancer and Artistic Director of Dance Art Foundation. Tracks and Lines marks 
a new departure for Moran, presenting for the first time his drawings along with a newly commissioned 
sound piece. 

Through simple line drawings, instructional maps and scores, figurative gestures and utilising a variety of 
material – ball-point-pen, crayon, felt-tip, pastel, charcoal and graphite, Tracks and Lines explores Moran’s 
ongoing drawing processes and the multiple ways in which it informs his choreography. Each different ele-
ment builds to develop a powerfully and tightly balanced tension between abstraction and human presence.

In particular, the exhibition develops the highly specific choreographic directives of Moran’s dance work 
Singular into a set of line drawings and a new sound piece. Singular (2011) is a durational performance in-
stallation for two dancers whereby highly specific procedures complicate and problematise performers’ sub-
jectivities and their negotiation of a conceptual and perceptual puzzle: the possibility of a single conscious-
ness embodied in more than one form.

It is the same thought, the same feeling, the same idea, the same intention; it is the same thing. It may look 
the same – and at times it will. It may not look the same. But it is the same thing. 

Letting go of initiating, letting go of following. Letting go of making choices to simply allow the same thing 
to occur simultaneously…

…the same thought, the same feeling, the same idea, the same intention occurring simultaneously. 

The exhibition, Tracks and Lines, invites the audience to approach destabilising representation through a se-
ries of diagrammatic and perceptual propositions overlaid with audio instructions, heard as both a potential 
invitation to activate the space and a poetic description of movement. 

Tracks and Lines allows the complex set of ideas embodied in Moran’s work to mutate across form and con-
ceptual boundaries towards a set of performance directions for the audience themselves.  
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Taking place at Gallery Lejeune, a private exhibition space initiated to develop and discuss the contexts with-
in which ephemeral and performative practices can be collected and archived, the exhibition highlights an 
exciting moment in the relationship between dance and visual arts. Moran is an artist at the forefront of 
thinking through the ways in which dance is transmitted - as physical material, as mediated instruction and as 
memory. Tracks and Lines is a timely exploration of the ways in which the intention, meaning and presence 
of such a practice can be remembered and represented. 

Events

29th October, 7-9pm 
Singular will be presented at Gallery Lejeune, in a unique domestic iteration, with cocktails. 
A durational performance installation for two dancers, Singular will be performed by Katye Coe (Station 
House Opera) and Hilary Stainsby (Wayne McGregor | Random Dance). 

December (TBC)
Joe Moran in conversation. Joe will discuss the activation of his work in different contexts, in particular in 
relation to the implications of developing it for visual arts and commercial frameworks. 

Notes 

About Joe Moran
Joe Moran is a choreographer, dancer and Artistic Director of Dance Art Foundation, through which his per-
formance and curatorial work is produced. Moran’s work has been presented in theatres, galleries and public 
spaces in the UK and internationally gaining recognition for its ambition, complexity and intelligence.  

Singular has been presented at David Roberts Art Foundation (Frieze, 2014) and Nottingham Contemporary 
(2014), and was also incorporated into A Setup, his collaboration with the sculptor Eva Rothschild at the 
ICA in London (June 2015), as part of both inaugural Block Universe festival and Fig-2 programme. 

Other works include The Modulated Body (2013) commissioned by Ordovas for Movement & Gravity, Ba-
con and Rodin exhibition, and The Place Prize (2013). Dance4 Associate Artist, Sadler’s Wells Summer Uni-
versity participant (2015-2019) and Affiliate Artist with C-DaRE (Centre for Dance Research at Coventry 
University), Joe works extensively in the visual arts and is a guest artist at a number of institutions, currently 
at The Place and the Royal Opera House.

About Gallery Lejeune 
Gallery Lejeune is an exhibition programme that explores ways in which context-based, performative and 
ephemeral work can be archived and collected.

Based in the flat of curator Rose Lejeune, each exhibition is built around a series of events such as dinners, 
performances, talks etc.  These programmes create a context from which to discuss notions of value and 
legacy in relation to ephemerality and permanence.

Gallery Lejeune is run in tandem with Collecting the Ephemeral, a commissioning and research project, also 
initiated by Rose Lejeune. Running from autumn 2015 until 2017, a series of new commissions are being 
developed for existing collections - each allowing an artist to explore a collection as a site of inspiration and 
context for making as well as a destination for their work.  

The programme works with public, pedagogical and private collectors as a springboard to explore how it is 
possible to collect through commissioning live, ephemeral and process-based work. 

Gallery Lejeune is located in London, SE22 - close to East Dulwich and Peckham Rye train stations. The 
Exhibition is open by appointment only - please email gallerylejeune@gmail.com  to arrange a visit and ad-
dress details will be given on request. 

www.gallerylejeune.com
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